Correlations of level changes with topography demand an assessment of the effect of an irregular free boundary on surface deformation. This is examined through a plane strain elastic model with topography of small slope, subjected to a change in the far-field horizontal stress. To leading order, vertical surface displacements due to the topographic perturbation are proportional to the local relief. Elevationdependent uplift results from a compressional change, and downdrop results from a tensional change. The model further predicts that the ratio of elevation change to elevation is proportional to and of the same order of magnitude as the regional strain. Horizontal strains are locally perturbed by topography as well, with the magnitude scaling with the local slope. The predicted localization of level changes is very small in aseismic regions and cannot contribute significantly to measured correlations. A test case in southern California bears this out, with strains of order 10 -6 accompanied by elevation change to elevation ratios of order 10 -4. Releveling following the Nankaido-Tonankai earthquakes, which induced large coseismic and postseismic strains, reveals scattered examples of elevation-dependent level changes. However, when compared to modeled strains, the correlations are again at least an order of magnitude larger than the localization effect predicted by the elastic model. Although the topographic perturbation of vertical displacements appears to be unmeasurably small, local variations in horizontal strain or borehole dilatation across steep relief may be discernible with current technology.
INTRODUCTION
Geodetic measurements of surface displacements and strain provide crucial data used to infer changes in the state of stress in the earth's crust. Locally, surface deformation will vary in the presence of irregular topography. We explore in this paper the form and magnitude of these variations and their significance in the interpretation of geodetic data.
The principal impetus for this study derives from widespread observations of leveling anomalies that are strongly associated with topography. Correlations between geodetically measured tilt and terrain slope have been noted in many tectonically active regions. Examples have been cited in Israel [Karcz and Kafri, 1971 ], the Appalachians [Brown and Oliver, 1976; Citron and Brown, 1979] , California [Jackson et al., 1980] , and Japan (this paper). In all of these cases, observed changes from releveling exhibit a strong correlation with topography. Both positive correlations, in which topographic highs undergo apparent uplift, and negative correlations, in which topographic highs are displaced downward, are commonly noted. An illustration of this phenomenon, showing the apparent change in elevation for bench marks along a traverse in southern California, reported in part by Prescott and Savage [1976] , is shown in Figure 1 . Elevation changes appear to be proportional to elevation, and the correlation changes from negative over the period [1971] [1972] [1973] McNutt, 1981; Stein, 1981] . To date, most analyses of slopedependent correlations in leveling have focused on sources of systematic measurement errors. Indeed, these investigations have revealed significant errors due to miscalibration of rods, atmospheric refraction, and other causes. Nonetheless, little attention appears to have been accorded to the possibility that some of the observed correlations may reflect true tectonic deformation that results from the localization of displacements in steep terrain. In this paper, we present a simple model and test cases designed to obtain a first-order estimate of such real topographic effects.
Analysis based on an elastic model yields predictions for the topographic perturbation of both leveling and strain measurements. A correlation of elevation change and elevation is predicted, but the ratio of the two is of the order of the regional strain change. Thus, although the effect qualitatively resembles the observed phenomenon, it is very small for typical aseismic deformation. For this reason, we examine the large strains associated with the Tonankai and Nankaido, Japan, earthquakes of 1944 and 1946 and level changes accompanying them. Tilt/slope correlations identified in these data are at least an order of magnitude larger than predicted by the model, and we conclude that the elastic localization effect, if present, is masked by other phenomena.
Topographic modification of regional strain is of the order of the local slope and thus may be measurable. We know of no existing data against which to test this prediction.
TOPOGRAPHIC MODIFICATION OF TECTONIC STRESS
McTigue and Mei [1981] have presented an approximate analytical approach to the effect of an irregular free surface on gravity-induced stresses in the uppermost lithosphere. They also showed briefly how the method can be extended to topographic modification of tectonic stress, modeled as a uniform far-field compression or tension. We extend this result to consider the displacement field associated with a change in the far-field load. Because details of the tectonic stress problem were omitted by McTigue and Mei [1981] and are central to the present developments, we outline the solution here.
Assume plane strain of an elastic half space with an irregularly shaped free surface defined by some function h(x) ( Figure  2 ). The region is subject to a uniform far-field "tectonic stress" According to the foregoing scaling arguments, we normalize the coordinates x and y by L, the surface geometry h by H, and the stress (• by coo. The dimensionless far-field stress then becomes Cox,= _+1, and the free surface is defined at y = eh(x). We define a stress potential, 4), representing the departure from the uniform stress state due to the topography stress is a higher-order effect so that there is no y dependence in (9).
TIlE DISPLACEMENT FIELD
We now turn to the displacements associated with the foregoing stress field. Dimensionless displacements are introduced by normalizing to the characteristic length a©L/E, where E is Young's modulus.
Note that the displacement, u (ø), due to the far-field tectonic stress, a (ø) = _+ 1, are indeterminate. This is an artifact of the half-space assumption; a small stretching integrated over an infinite region yields infinite displacements. We shall assume that this difficulty can be resolved by a more elaborate model for the far-field stress that accounts for a lithosphere of finite thickness but that the driving stress for the perturbation is reasonably well represented by (1). Thus we confine our attention here to the displacements associated with the pertur-
bation due to topography only, eu (•) + O(e2).
It can be shown [Sneddon, 1951] 
We are able to invert (14a) directly as indicated in (14b). Equation (14b) is particularly important. It states that a change in the far-field stress results in a contribution to the vertical displacements that is proportional to the local topographic height. We emphasize that the result is obtained for arbitrary geometry, provided that the characteristic slope is small.
In order to test the predictions of (13) (Table 1) . Modeled principal strains (Table 2) We have attempted to assess the likelihood of significant measurement error in the Nankaido/Tonankai leveling data. Because the terrain in the area is quite steep (see Table 2 ), sight lengths were slope-limited and should have been nearly constant with time, minimizing refraction error [Strange, 1981; Stein, 1981] . Miscalibration of rods should be revealed by an exact bench mark-to-bench mark correlation of geodetic tilt and terrain slope, which is not observed at sites A, B, C, and D but is possible at E and F. Groundwater withdrawal can be ruled out because of subsidence that correlates with topographic highs rather than with basins. The widespread observation of correlations of level changes with topography suggests the need to assess the effect of an irregular free boundary on surface deformation. A simple elastic model based on the assumption of small slopes shows that topography indeed localizes both vertical displacements and horizontal strains. In particular, the model shows that topography will undergo local elevation-dependent uplift when subjected to far-field compression and, similarly, will experience elevation-dependent downdrop in extension.
Although this phenomenology is reminiscent of field observations, the predicted effects are very small. The localization of elastic deformation results in a ratio of perturbation displacement to elevation of the order of the regional strain.
Thus we conclude that this mechanism can not contribute significantly to observed tilt/slope correlations in aseismic areas, which are often found to be as large as 10-'L An example from southern California, where there are both leveling and nearby strain data available, confirms this discrepancy. For the much larger strains associated with the great Tonankai and Nankaido earthquakes, we still find elevation change to elevation ratios that are at least an order of magnitude larger than those predicted by the elastic model. It is, nonetheless, intriguing to note that for the cases we examined where there exist leveling data in regions of topographic relief and directly measured or modeled strain data, all exhibit positive correlations in compression (one in California, one in Japan) or negative correlations in extension (one in California, five in Japan). This result may well be fortuitous given the paucity of available data, but we record it as a possible stimulus to further investigation. We note that additional correlations between elevation, gravity, and dilatation changes have been reported by Jachens et al. [1983] .
The predicted topographic perturbation of surface strain (equation (15)), like the displacement, is also very small. However, it may in favorable circumstances be discernible with current distance and strain measuring technology. Recent results with a two-color geodimeter [e.g., Langbein et al., 1982] indicate measurements precise to one part in 107 . Equation (15) predicts a strain perturbation of the order of the characteristic slope times the regional strain. Topography with H/L of 10-•, subjected to a regional strain of 10 -6, then, would give rise to a local perturbation strain of the order of 10-7, which is at the limit of detection by the two-color geodimeter. Thus, in an area of steep relief that undergoes a relatively large far-field strain, the correlation given by (15) may be measurable in a bench mark-to-bench mark survey of horizontal strains. We are aware of no such detailed field studies but suggest that a monitoring program of this type may provide valuable insight into crustal deformation. The SacksEvertson borehole strainmeter has recorded earthquake strain increments of 10 -s, and tidal strains smaller than 10 -• have been observed [Sacks et al., 1981] . Placement of the strainmeters in regions of topographic gradients may substantially modify signal amplitudes. Equation (15) provides a first-order correction for this effect. It is interesting to note that while leveling and strain data are often regarded as independent and distinct, local topographic perturbations of both are directly linked.
